When is the live voting period for The Voice Myanmar Season 2?
Live voting for The Voice Myanmar will start from 26th May, Sunday 2019.

What time can I start voting?
From 26th May 2019, every Sunday at 9pm, watch The Voice Myanmar Live on MRTV 4,
you can start voting when the MC announce to vote.

How can I vote?
If you want to vote for your favorite contestant from The Voice Myanmar, you can vote
through online voting portal thevoice.mptvote.com and SMS.
Do not need to add http: and www. when you go through the browsers to use online voting
portal.

What are the types of voting?
There are two types of voting, PAYG (pay as you go) and package voting.

What is PAYG?
PAYG is pay as you go. You can vote one vote per time. If you want to vote with PAYG,
you can only vote three PAYG for each live episode.

How much does it cost for PAYG?
For PAYG, 1 vote costs 27 Ks.
What is package voting?
With package voting, you can buy more votes and vote more for your favorite contestant.

How many packages in package voting?
There are five packages,
Pack 1 - 10 votes

Pack 2 - 20 votes
Pack 3 - 30 votes
Pack 4 – 50 votes
Pack 5 – 100 votes

What are the prices for these voting packages?
The prices for voting packages are as following;
Pack 1 - 263 Ks
Pack 2 - 525 Ks
Pack 3 - 788 Ks
Pack 4 - 1313 Ks
Pack 5 - 2625 Ks
inclusive of commercial tax.

How can I vote from SMS?
If you would like to vote for your favorite contestant from SMS, you need to buy the voting
packages first. If you are voting for contestant no. 01;
To give 1 vote, please send 1 to 55501.
To give 5 votes, please send 5 to 55501.
To give 10 votes, please send 10 to 55501.
To give 15 votes, please send 15 to 55501.
To give 20 votes, please send 20 to 55501.

How can I purchase voting packages from SMS?
If you would like to purchase voting packages from SMS;
To buy pack 1, please send buy10 to 55500.
To buy pack 2, please send buy20 to 55500.

To buy pack 3, please send buy30 to 55500.
To buy pack 4, please send buy50 to 55500.
To buy pack 5, please send buy100 to 55500.

How can I check my voting balance from SMS?
If you would like to check your voting balance, please send BAL to 55500.

What is the validity of voting packages?
Voting packages are valid from the date you purchase to the end of The Voice Myanmar
Season 2 grand finale.

How many times I can vote with voting packages?
Buying the voting packages and voting is unlimited. But you can only vote one vote per
time, five votes per time, ten votes per time, fifteen votes per time and twenty votes per
time for your favorite contestants.

Who is eligible to vote?
You need to be a MPT-GSM or MPT WCDMA prepaid customers to be eligible to
participate in the voting as MPT is the exclusive voting partner of The Voice Myanmar.

What are the requirements to participate in the voting?
You can only vote with MPT sim cards and data connection is needed. But apart from
buying the voting packs, there will be no charges for data usage to use the portal.

Can I vote from computer through web browsers?
If you want to vote from computer, you need to have an internet connection from Wi-Fi
hotspot or mobile tethering using MPT sim card.

Where can I watch tutorial video?
Please click on the tutorial video from the voting portal page and watch to learn how to
vote. For more details, please check on our MPT website, official Facebook page and
YouTube.

How can I check my voting history?
You can check your voting history from the main page of the voting portal.

Can I vote or buy packs if I am on my loan balance?
When your main balance is low, please go to loan balance from the main page of voting
portal and get the loan to continue voting.

For more details, please call our MPT hotline no. 106 or please check on our MPT website,
official Facebook page and YouTube.

